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22 Construction Support 

Once the project has been let, the signal designer will provide assistance to the office 

administering the contract during the advertisement and construction phases. This typically 

consists of: 

• Handing off electronic design files to the construction office for their use & verification 

• Clarifying/interpreting information shown in the plans and specifications 

• Adding, modifying or deleting information in the plans and specifications as necessary 

• Providing a cost estimate for your expected amount of construction support 

• Reviewing submittals 

• Attending meetings as requested 

• Periodic inspection of work as requested 

22.1 Authority over the Contract Work 
Once the project is let (during the advertisement phase and the construction phase) the engineer 

has full authority over the work contained in the contract documents. The engineer is defined in 

the specifications as the chief engineer of the agency acting directly or through authorized 

representative (section 00110.20). The specifications also define the project manager as the 

engineer’s representative who directly supervises the engineering and administration of a 

contract (section 00110.20) and the states the duties and authorities of the project manager 

(section 00150.01). One of the duties of the project manager is to address any clarification, 

interpretation, corrections, etc. of the contract documents. This is to ensure that clear, concise 

information/direction is given to the bidders or the contractor. Contract clarification or 

interpretation obtained from persons other than the project manager (e.g., the signal designer) 

are not binding on the agency and unnecessarily complicate administration of the contract. 

  

Construction support should be the highest priority for the signal designer.  

The engineer as defined by the contract documents (project manager/resident engineer) 

has authority of the contract work. Always work directly with the project manager’s office 

when providing construction support. DO NOT WORK DIRECTLY WITH THE BIDDER OR 

CONTRACTOR! 
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22.2 Addenda 
Changes or corrections to the plans, special provisions or bid items may be required during the 

advertisement phase. These changes are made by addenda. 

If the addendum includes modifying a plan sheet, the plan sheet will need to follow the 

“revised plans” process described in chapter 21. Revision triangles are required on ALL revised 

plan sheets as shown in the Contract Plans Development Guide, NO EXCEPTIONS.  

In addition, traffic-roadway section review and design approval of the revised plan sheet is 

required as per chapter 2. The TRS dwg. number does not change from the original plan sheet. 

22.3 Pre-Construction Conference  
After the contract has been awarded and prior to starting work, the contractor must meet with 

the resident engineer for a pre-construction conference (pre-con). The pre-construction meeting 

will typically cover the following topics that can impact signal design: 

• Utility relocation and potential conflicts 

• Identifying known problem areas, identifying procedures to resolve those problems, and 

establishing a process to resolve future problems in a timely manner 

• Calling attention to unique design requirements in the plans and specs 

• Project schedule 

• Temporary traffic control and staging 

• Identification of key personnel and channels of communication 

The signal designer should attend the pre-con conference if possible, especially if there are 

known problem areas, unique design requirements, and/or the contractor or inspector have 

limited traffic signal construction experience. Obtaining a copy of the agenda can maximize 

your efficiency as it is not necessary to stay for the entire pre-con, which can be lengthy and 

cover a wide array of contract topics. 
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22.4 Material Submittals and Shop Drawing Review 
The signal designer may receive different types of submittals to review, but the three main 

required construction submittals are pole drawings, blue & green sheets, and field verification 

forms.  

22.4.1 Pole and Foundation Submittals 
The signal designer should review these features when receiving pole submittals: 

• Are the shop drawing(s) prequalified or not? Verify the shop drawing manufacturer and 

drawing number(s) with the prequalified list that is in the special provisions 00962.05(a). 

If the shop drawings are prequalified, no additional structural review is necessary. If the 

shop drawings are NOT prequalified, contact the region bridge unit for review of the 

structural aspects.  

• The information in shop drawing matches the information in the plans/pole entrance 

chart: 

o Pole type 

o Mast arm length 

o Mast arm orientation 

o Luminaire arm length 

o Luminaire arm height 

o Luminaire arm orientation 

o Hand hole orientation 

o RTC orientation 

o Loading on the mast arm & pole 

o Any other appurtenances that are specified on the plans (e.g., ornamental base 

shoes). 

After reviewing the submittals, mark them as REVIEWED including your signature and the 

date. Submit the back to the construction office. 
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22.4.2 Blue Sheets and Green Sheets 
The traffic-roadway section maintains two lists of materials and equipment that show a list of 

prequalified equipment for use on signal projects. These lists are commonly referred to as the 

blue and green sheets. They are updated frequently and posted on the traffic signal standards 

website (click on “product evaluation and approval”).  

The blue sheets contain a list of items that are normally qualified by the project manager’s office 

according to the Non-Field Tested Materials Guide.  

The green sheets contain a list of items that are normally accepted for environmental and 

functional testing by the traffic system services unit (TSSU). This is typically the controller 

cabinet and equipment contained within.  

The contractor is responsible for downloading, appropriately filling out, and submitting copies 

of the blue and green sheets to the project manager prior to starting work. The second page of 

the blue and green sheets contains detailed instructions for how to use and process each 

document.    

Typically, the signal designer is not involved in reviewing, using, processing, or approving the 

green and blue sheets. However, you may be asked to help the inspector review them, usually 

to make sure that the contractor has included all of the necessary components as required by the 

plans and specifications. If this occurs, read through and follow the instructions listed on the 

second page of the submittal.   

22.4.1 Field Verification Forms (For Signal Poles and 

Signal Pole Foundations) 
There are two field verification forms, one for signal poles and one for signal pole foundations. 

These two forms are required for each large pole on the project (not required for pedestals). 

Both forms contain information that is intended to verify the exact location of the pole 

foundation, the vertical clearance for all equipment mounted on the mast arm will meet the 18’ 

min. to 19’ max., and the anchor rod projection is installed per specification. The forms as well 

as additional information about their use (flow chart and roles & responsibilities) are on the 

traffic structures website (click “signal supports, field verification forms”). 

These forms are filled out by the project manager’s office prior to installation of the signal pole 

foundations based on the information provided in the signal plan sheets and design files. 

However, the signal designer may be asked to help fill them out or review the content.      

Always read and follow the instructions on the blue and green sheets. 

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Pages/Signals.aspx
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Pages/Signals.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Pages/Structures.aspx
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22.5 Cabinet Print 
Per the 00990.70 specification, the cabinet print is provided to the contractor via the project 

manager’s office during the construction phase. This should occur near the pre-construction 

conference project milestone, prior to the signal being constructed. See chapter 20 for more 

information on the process for completing the cabinet print.  

22.6 Requests for Information  
The project manager’s office will contact the engineer of record when there is a need for 

interpretation of the plans or the specifications. As mentioned in section 22.1, all requests for 

information should come from the project manager’s office. If a request from someone other 

than the project manager office is received, do NOT answer any project specific questions and 

direct them to the project manager’s office for proper processing of the issue. This may seem 

overly bureaucratic and unhelpful, but the importance of this process cannot be understated; it 

is vital that agency communication is directed through a single official source to avoid 

conflicting, confusing, or inappropriate release of information that may result in time delays, 

unnecessary expense, or construction claims. 

The construction lead will submit any contractor questions, contractor proposals, errors in the 

plans/specifications, etc. to the engineer of record for review and comment. The engineer of 

record will determine a proper response back according to the following: 

• If clarification of the plans is all that is needed, the engineer of record will provide this 

information to the project manager with no further action needed from the EOR.  

• If a minor change to plans and/or specifications is needed, the engineer of record will 

submit a proposed solution to region traffic and the region electricians for review and 

approval. A minor change would be anything that falls under current standard practice. 

The EOR will give the approved solution to the construction lead (see section 22.7) who 

will then direct the contractor. 

• If a major change to plans and/or specifications is needed, the engineer of record will 

submit a proposed solution to the traffic-roadway section, region traffic and the region 

electricians for review and approval. A major change would involve any deviation from 

standards. The EOR will give the approved solution to the construction lead (see section 

22.7) who will then direct the contractor. 

The following flow chart, Figure 22-1, outlines this basic process for handling requests for 

information and resolving issues during construction.  

The engineer of record is responsible for providing a solution to issues that arise during 

construction. The construction lead is responsible for making sure that solution is carried 

out. 
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Figure 22-1 | Changes During Construction Flow Chart
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22.7 Contract Change Orders 
Changes or corrections to the plans, special provisions or bid items may be required during the 

construction phase. These changes are made by contract change orders (CCO). 

If a CCO includes modification to a plan sheet, there are two options for resolution: 

• Provide written or verbal direction to the project manager of the required change. This 

change will then be documented in the CCO paperwork and on the plan sheet as-built 

when the project is completed. If the change is major or includes a deviation from 

standards, verbal or written approval (such as e-mail) is required by the traffic-roadway 

section. 

• Produce a revised sealed plan sheet for inclusion into the CCO (see chapter 21 for the 

revised plans process). This option is recommended if the revision is complex enough 

that written or verbal directions to the construction lead would be insufficient to 

properly understand and implement the change. Revision triangles are required on ALL 

revised plan sheets as shown in the Contract Plans Development Guide, NO 

EXCEPTIONS. The revised plan sheet does NOT need to be submitted to the traffic- 

roadway section for review and design approval if the proposed change is minor and 

doesn’t deviate from standards (e.g., adjustment or deletion of an optional lane use 

sign). If the change is major (e.g., deviates from the requirements stated in the 

operational approval) or involves a deviation from standards, the revised plan sheet 

shall be submitted to the traffic-roadway section for review and design approval as per 

chapter 2. The TRS dwg. number does not change from the original plan sheet.  

  

CCO plan sheet revisions are given the highest priority for traffic-roadway section review.  

Verbal approval by the traffic-roadway section for changes that deviate from standard is 

acceptable for moving forward during construction. 
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22.8 Certified Traffic Signal Inspection 

Certification 
The traffic-roadway section provides training and certification each year for inspection of 

ODOT traffic signal installations. While this training is specific to inspection and NOT a 

requirement for signal designers, it is highly recommended as it will give a better 

understanding of the materials and construction process related to traffic signals. Class topics 

include: 

• Material qualifications (blue and green sheets) 

• Review of the current Inspector’s Manual for Signal Construction 

• Exposure to basic signal design 

• Standard drawings 

• Reading of plans and specifications 

The training is taught in two different formats; a 2-day full class and a 1-day re-certification 

class for those that are more familiar with the subject topics and just need a refresher course 

highlighting the recent changes. A self-paced virtual training is also available for both formats. 

An exam is given at the end of each class and certification is given to those that pass. 

Certification is good for three years. 

For more information on these classes, access to the current version of the Inspector’s Manual 

for Signal Construction, and to register for up-coming classes, visit the ODOT Inspector 

Certification Program website. 

  

https://www.oregon.gov/odot/Construction/Pages/Signal-Inspector-Cert.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Construction/Pages/Inspector-Certification-Program.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Construction/Pages/Inspector-Certification-Program.aspx
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22.9 Construction Issues 
This section takes excerpts from actual construction change orders and project manager 

narratives, grouped into basic categories. See Figure 22-2 through Figure 22-24. Some of these 

issues could have been resolved prior to construction during the design phase by a site visit to 

the field to verify conditions or by coordinating with other disciplines. Some result from 

ambiguity, incomplete, or conflicting information in the contract documents. Others are the 

result of unexpected conditions 

that were uncovered during the 

construction process and would 

have been hard to predict ahead of 

time. While not all contract change 

orders can be avoided, the goal is 

to minimize the number of CCOs 

needed to build the contract by 

producing complete, concise, and 

field verified contract plans.     

The traffic-roadway section 

reviews contract change order and 

project manager narratives as they 

are posted on the ODOT server. 

22.9.1 Detection 

Figure 22-2 | CCO – Detection, April 2013 

 

 

It is always more cost effective for the contractor to bid and build what’s shown in the 

original contract documents than to issue a change order during construction for the 

same work. 
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Figure 22-3 | CCO – Detection, November 2012 

 

 

Figure 22-4 | CCO – Detection, Extra Work Order, August 2012 

 

 

Figure 22-5 | CCO – Detection, PM Narrative May 2012 
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22.9.2 Conduits 

Figure 22-6 | CCO – Conduits, January 2013 

 

 

Figure 22-7 | CCO – Conduits, May 2012 

 

 

Figure 22-8 | CCO – Conduits, October 2011 
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22.9.3 Utility Conflicts 

Figure 22-9 | CCO – Utility Conflicts, February 2013 

 

 

Figure 22-10 | CCO – Utility Conflicts, PM Narrative, September 2012 

 

Figure 22-11 | CCO – Utility Conflicts, Extra Work Order, July 2012 

 

 

Figure 22-12 | CCO – Utility Conflicts, Force Order, April 2012 
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22.9.4 Poles & Foundations 

Figure 22-13 | CCO – Poles & Foundations, PM Narrative, October 2012 

 

Figure 22-14 | CCO – Poles & Foundations, August 2012 

 

 

Figure 22-15 | CCO – Poles & Foundations, PM Narrative, November 2012 
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22.9.5 Unique Situations 

Figure 22-16 | CCO – Unique Situations, Historic Bridge Issue, October 2012 

 

 

22.9.6 Temporary Signals 

Figure 22-17 | CCO – Temporary Signals, February 2013 

 

 

22.9.7 Signs 

Figure 22-18 | CCO – Signs, December 2012 
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Figure 22-19 | CCO – Signs, April 2013 

 

 

22.9.8 Pushbuttons 

Figure 22-20 | CCO – Pushbuttons, October 2012 

 

 

22.9.9 Wiring 

Figure 22-21 | CCO – Wiring, PM Narrative, June 2012 
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Figure 22-22 | CCO – Wiring, August 2012 

 

 

22.9.10 Service Cabinet 

Figure 22-23 | CCO – Service Cabinet, May 2012 

 

 

22.9.11 Junction Boxes 

Figure 22-24 | CCO – Junction Boxes, September 2011 
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